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Daily Care You Can Do Yourself: 
Swabbing – This is the most important maintenance any player can do to keep a flute in good condition.  
Swabbing regularly (during practice and always after playing) will prevent moisture from damaging pad 
work by shrinking shims (which prevent leaks) or allowing mildew to thrive 

o I recommend paper towel instead of a cloth – it is more absorbent and more hygienic. 
Use half a select-a-size sheet for flute and about a 1”X1” square for piccolo. 

 
Microfiber cloths – Use one to wipe oils and sweat from skin from flute keys and body.  This will help to 
prevent tarnish.  Avoid pads while doing this. 
 
Sticky pads – For these, I recommend regular unscented facial tissue.  Just stick under the pad and blot 
as you slowly remove it.  It may take some time, but eventually your pad will be fixed and will never stick 
again.  Avoid cigarette paper or other abrasive materials.  These will only help to tear your pads and cost 
you money. 

o For extra sticky pads, you can purchase Pad Juice.  Blot with paper towel. 
 
Cork placement – Your flute came with a cleaning rod that also doubles as a tuning rod.  The line at the 
end should be directly at the center of your embouchure hole when the rod is inserted into the head 
joint.  If it is not, push the cork (this should take effort) in whichever direction is necessary.  To push it 
out, use the rod.  To push it in, unscrew the crown and simply push it back in. 

o If the cork seems loose and moves too easily, it will need to be replaced. 
o If the crown comes loose constantly, just screw it until it isn’t loose.  Screwing it in more 

will pull the cork up and cause your instrument to play out of tune. 
 
Embouchure hole –  Once a month, take a Q-tip dipped in either denatured alcohol or simple soap and 
water and wipe out the inside of your embouchure hole.  Getting rid of those particles which have been 
left behind will refocus your sound. 
 
Unhooked springs – If a key has suddenly decided to lay dormant or is acting lethargic, check to see if a 
spring (white gold or brass wires) has come loose.  Find an item that is small and has a groove that you 
can use to push it back into place.  Lift up the key as you do so to avoid losing spring tension. 
 
Plugs – Many players use plugs to seal some or all of their French key holes. Be certain to not push these 
down too far, or you may push out your French bushing and your pad will fall out. 
 
Lost motion – This occurs when a key that also controls another key (ie F, E, and D also push down your 
F# key) moves a distance before activating the dependent key.  This can prevent fluidic key action and 
may cause hiccups in tone.  This can be fixed by placing tape or gluing thin paper underneath the kicker 
of the affected key. 



 
Pesky screws – Occasionally, screws, whether pivot or adjustment, may come loose.  If this happens, 
screw them back into place as far as is necessary (some screws cannot be screwed in all the way) and 
seal with clear nail polish.  This should prevent another occurrence. 
 
Handling the flute – It is very important to only hold your flute by the barrel.  This is the top portion of 
the body where the head joint is inserted.  Never hold a flute by the head joint – it could slip out and 
your flute will more than likely suffer damage.  For those who sweat easily, avoid holding your flute by 
the keys.  This will help prevent tarnish and binding. 

o If the flute is dropped, the damage may not seem too apparent at first.  Often, 
the posts or rods will become bent which can affect key action and pad work. 

o It should also be mentioned that flutes should never be left unattended.  If you 
need to get up, either bring your flute with you or swab it and put it in its case.  
NEVER leave your flute on a chair or stand. 

 
Tight joints – If your head joint or (more likely) your foot joint becomes difficult to attach to the main 
line, take a bit a dry paper towel and wipe of all your tenons (connection points).  Removing this buildup 
(which will be black or greenish) will make assembly smooth again. 
 
Piccolo joints – Many piccolo head joints fit over cork on the body.  They are generally tight and require 
cork grease for ease of assembly.  I recommend regular Chapstick.  It is less gunky and will last longer 
than traditional cork grease. 
 
 
 

Maintenance That Requires a Technician: 
Clean, Oil & Adjust 

o This is regular maintenance (typically annual for those who play regularly) that 
entails cleaning, polishing, changing of oil, and pad work. 

o During a COA, other issues can also be addressed, such as pad 
repair/replacement, mechanical issues, cork replacement, etc. 

 
Re-pad/Overhaul 

o This depends greatly upon the use and care of an instrument.  Typically it is 
necessary every 10-12 years.  It is like a COA except that all pads and 
adjustments are replaced.  More polishing and mechanical work are involved as 
well. 

 
 
 
For more information visit my web page at www.hammondfluterepair.com 
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